
The SS23 collection by Bolia is here
Bolia opens the doors to a bright and sensual spring universe with their new SS23 collection. Inspired 
by Scandinavian nature and its dynamic energy, these pieces are a true invitation to embrace the flour-
ishing spring season and the first rays of sunlight. With handmade design in nature’s best materials and 
a neutral colour palette – dreamlike and calm.

Meticulously created by some of the best designers of the world, the pieces from the Bolia Spring Collection 
showcase great craftsmanship. All are made of the best and most durable materials nature has to offer. This new 
collection features long-awaited colours of spring, highlights the beauty of life in full bloom, and reveals a fresh 
and inspiring energy. A collection of timeless designs for both indoor and outdoor living.

Bolia.com

Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 80 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, France and Luxembourg as well as online shops in 30 countries in 

Europe. Bolia also works with over 600 dealers in more than 50 countries around the world.

The Bolia design collective includes more than 60 international designers who share a passion for 
sustainable solutions and New Scandinavian Design. In close collaboration, two annual collections are 
formed; always with the ever-changing Scandinavian nature as starting point and where every design 

is tailor-made to suit the customer’s specific needs and wishes.
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With Bolia’s bedroom news, their focus is on calm, peace and touch, with soft textures, natural hues, and a 
soothing sense of silence. You will find the Elton bed frame, designed to fit the Zeni mattress and offer optimal 
comfort. Its clean lines are emphasized by a handcrafted oak frame. Elton is made of replaceable parts, which 
allows it to stand the test of time.

The soothing and airy Anelli pendants also find their place in the bedroom – or any other space. These pendants 
are made of an elegant assembly of oak veneer rings, gently suspended by a thin string. They emit a soft and 
diffused light

The outdoor is also a key focus of this new collection. According to Bolia, beauty, the outdoors and nature are 
true sources of inspiration and energy. The brand has thus developed its Outdoor Collection to create the ideal 
setting for a pleasant and dynamic outdoor life. Sofas, tables, poufs, chairs, flowerpots and light fixtures all come 
together. They are designed with comfort and sustainability in mind. The Track sofa offers a luxurious interpre-
tation of outdoor living. Built with a solid, linear metal frame, containing soft, upholstered cushions that invite 
you to sit back and relax. All fabric covers are removable, for easy maintenance and a piece of furniture that will 
last over time.

Dazingfeelsgood won the 2017 Bolia Design Award with his Latch series. The Latch dining table is part of the 
new collection with its sculptural expression and organic shapes. It emphasizes the beauty of nature with its 
FSC® certified solid oak construction.

Expanding their wellness collection, Bolia presents the Lenya yoga series: an invitation to take a deep breath and 
enjoy a revitalising break. The products are made of cork, leather and a foam made from 30% recycled polyeth-
ylene, and finished with practical details like handles and straps for carrying. A design far too beautiful to store 
away after every use.

Elton Bedframe 
Designed by Glismand & Rüdiger

Anelli Pendant
Designed by Meike Harde

Track Outdoor Sofa
Designed by  Studio Nooi

Latch Dining Table
Designed by  Dazingfeelsgood

Lenya Yoga Series
Designed by  Meike Harde


